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--- o---

Since the first installment of this column, an awful lot has hap
pened to me. It dizzies me to think of it. A few days after I mailed 
the first "Sayings” to Larry, I was stumbling over the icj’’ roads of 
Fort Devens, Mass., a bewildered rooky hemmed in by hordes of veterans 
of at least a day, who cheerily shouted, "You'll be sorryJ" At Devens 
I received the usual quota of G. I. clothes, shots, short-arm examina
tions, and sore feet. Then off in a train which certainly antedated 
the first World War, for a destination unknown.

/• The destination turned out to be Miami Beach, where I received ba
sic training as a member of the Army Air Forces. Miami Beach is easily 
the most amazing place I've ever seen; not only does it boast the ever 
(well, almost over) blue skies, nodding palm trees, luscious girls, and 
other matters discussed in travel folders, but — well, just imagine a 
Paul future city come to life, and yob'll have some idea of Miami 
Beach! It’s a dumbfounding conglomeration of tall white modernistic 
buildings,-a seaside, palm-studded version of 2036 Everytown!

Against that background I drilled and drilled and drilled until I 
was to all intents no more than a blob' of sweat with two swollen feet. 
Then, abruptly, I found rayself in chilly Pawling, Now. York, attending 
cryptography schbol. A nice place, an interesting subject — and at 
Pawling I met Joe Fortier.

Some of you folks, I understand, have a good deal of dislike for 
Joe;. I wonder whether you know Fortier personally. On the basis of two 
weeks of association,, with him — spending at least an hour or so every 
day with him -- I am' of the impression that Joo is as nice a chap as 
you could desire. He claims much misunderstanding has arisen because 
of his frequent habit of speaking with his tongue in his cheek. Cer
tainly some such explanation is needed to reconcile Joo’s unfortunate 
reputation in some quarters with, his friendly, humorous, generous self.

All right, Joe, you can stop looking modest now* we’re going on to 
other subjects. Back, in fact, to the most interesting subject of all 
— me.

I left Pawling recently, clinging proudly to my cryptography di
ploma, and casting affectionate glances At my PFC chevrons (wishing, 
however, that the darn'things would reproduce). This time my destina
tion was Bolling Field, D. C. I’ve been trying to contact Speer, but 
so far without success (you do live in Washington, don’t you, Jack?). 
Bolling Field is not my permanent station — FooFoo only knows where 
I’ll go next, and when.
•. One fan’s reaction to the army: It is possible, surprisingly 
enough, to enjoy one’s self from time to time, and on the whole one 
manages. Which, I suppose, is not the height of enthusiasm, but if you 
knew how exceedingly unmilitary a person The Spence is, your opinion of 
army life would be raised by my mild statement. (I assume, of course, 
that you're a civilian; if you’re a soldier your opinion of army life 
is inflexible.)

I do miss the comforts of civilian life, particularly the intel- 
ectual ones, such as good music and bull sessions on something .other
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than sex. Correspondence and fanzines help somewhat, but they do not 
bring me Wagner and Gilbert & Sullivan. . . . However, this (as some
one has acutely remarked) is war. Comforts necessarily go by the board, 

---o—-
One of the things I®m especially looking forward to in the Summer 

mailing is the reaction to the Spring issue of The Nucleus. Not the 
response, if any, to my article — I am well aware of the amount of 
worth in that slaughtered work — but that to Trudy's sensational ram
blings. Not so sensational from another person, perhaps, but coming 
from the typer of the girl who has up to now been content with her Gil
bert & Sullivan and her crazy fans, this glorious Leftist document is 
something to write home about. Or so it seems to me. Trudy, to my 
mind, has never written with more vigor or sincerity,

I had the pleasure of seeing Trudy again while on pass from Paw
ling, and was surprised to find that she had not been torn to shreds by 
enraged reactionaries — and to bo assured most earnestly that her mys
terious fiance is not a Futurian.

How about more such stimulating articles, Trudy? But keep within 
hailing distance of stf, please.

-- o—-
More would be said about the Spring mailing, save that all I can 

remember about it is my general reaction of delight. I recall no dud 
in the entire mailing. '

—o--
Prodom is gone.1 Or it will be, to all intents, when (as I expect) 

ASF and UNK go. My article was — if <iot good -- at least timely, 
n’est-ce pas? Now is the time to discover whether fandom is inextrica
bly tied to prodom's apron strings. I'm sure it isn’t. And maybe, af
ter the war, there will come a new batch of prozines — rather fewer of 
them, preferably — molded nearer to our heart's desire.

—-o---
While in Miami Beach, I was so starved for stf in any shape, form, 

or quality that I actually -- mea culpaj — bought a copy of Amazing 
Stories. It stank, of course, but I was newly surprised at Palmer's 
depravity to find two weird stories in it. Can you defend Palmer now, 
Mr Marlow?

—_o---
The various recent discussions of fantasy music have shamefully — 

though understandably — neglected what in my humble opinion is one of 
the very finest fantastic operas ever composed: Richard Strauss's "Die 
Frau ohne Schatter" ("The Woman without a Shadow"). This brilliant, 
exquisitely imaginative work, delightful in text as well as music, is 
very little known in this country, but I'had, w&ile at Yale, the good 
luck to have access to the vocal score, which I studied with zeal and 
as much thoroughness as my small amount of leisure permitted. I even 
commenced a translation of the text, a project cut short by my induc
tion.

Since no-one else seems to know about this opera, perhaps I'll 
write an analysis of it myself. Thus, I suppose, adding another to the 
already too numerous horrors of these days. Well, if enough of you 
plead with me I may relent.

-- o---
This, Larry tells me, is to be the last issue of Caliban for the 

duration. The fact sincerely grieves me, which you will readily be
lieve, I know, for you have all shown remarkable enthusiasm in greeting 
Larry's neat little publication. Congratulations, Larry, on a highly 
enjoyable fapazine, and be sure to continue it as soon as possible,
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PURELY PERSONAL 

by 
Leonard Eugene Marlow

bner,,like son" stuff. People will be 
line their natural abilities, and 
uhe "most good";
not.

And tnen if they prove 
be forced into the "proper" 
and mental. Not a pleasant 
like to think about

rdless

oho. EVGr p°Mor much about the fui?ure, in respect to the possible
,in humans rather than advances of a mechanical • nature?

«e nave, and it is one of our pet theories that as our civiliza- 
^021Plex, millions of individuals will be forced into'

i &c“s~'-® J-rom which they can no more extricate themselves than 
- iiy can loose itself from fly paper.

We don’t aean that jobs.will become hereditary: the old "Like fa- 
j given apticude tests to deter

then placed where they are able to do 
of whether they like the particular job or 

too cantankerous, their minds could always 
channels by various means, both physical 
prospect by any means, is it? Naturally we

• + somewhat brighter futures. But war has caused this 
it would AGly s?mewhat in advance of the time we thought

U1h appear. An- article in uho paper a few weeks ago (which wo un- 
■b'hl5-leCG0d to c11p) reported a speech by some prominent au- 

zhoriuy on the numan mind, in unis article he was quoted as strongly 
advocating that all persons in the United States be forced, by means 
mental and otherwise, to accept the views of their leaders as"regarded 
uhe successful winning of the war, and ^also to make them accept their 
appointee, tasks , thus speeding up production.

. "Forrest J. Fanne, you have taken the aptitude test at the stan-

.7. Fi yQcLrsj and. it has boon decided th&t vou aro best
xor makiftS bunion plasters. You will report to factory-home

;df9a, wnere you will work until you are no longer capable of doing so'.'

Ah, gloom. The large size ASTOUNDING and UNKNOWN WORLDS ain’t no 
.lore. The fact that it messed our collection up when the return to 
small size came is merely secondary. We liked the largo size, dog-on- 
■Lu x EsPQcially'the cover. And of course, nothing could better fit 
uhau magazine of all magazines, the great aristocrat, UNK.

dlG' Jh}s.9uy Luros coraefrom? His stuff on the last two AS- 
has had ius good points, but .the. junk he turned out for SF

a?Q '^UAETSRLYJ Yip®* (Gosh, Doc, you must have paid all of 
blt? for J;hose las-G two. We’ll have to buy a couple of gallons of 

earn paint and move go New York if they’re that hard pressed!) 
.. Speaxing of SF STORIES, let’s not speak about it. The less said 
une better. And we were beginning to like FUTURE, too..

May we point with disgust to recent issue's of TWS, SS,-and of 
course, dear old CAP FUTURE? The covprs, the illustrations, the make
up, the material. AGFHHEHHHHHH! They used to be darned good mags, "too 
except for CF. Remember back around -'59? The Black Flame, Dawn^of 
.<Lame, Twice in Time, Planet of Eternal Night? And BEM’s or not, most 
of Brown's covers were well done.

>

Hey, bub, we'll take AMAZING, 
once thought they were.

It and FA aren’t half as bad as wo

Ho hum, the' life of a columnist.’ It's a beautiful spring day and
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I've gotta sit here trying to fill this thing up. 23 powered P40 U- 
Control just sitting here waiting to be flown, too. Any fan-modelers 
floating around out there in the assumed audience?

Speaking of models, wo recall with mixed emotions the few experi
ments we performed with what we called rockets. First one was a small 
Hurricane rubber powered job, which we fixed up with sheet aluminum 
tubes stuck on either side at the base of the fin. In these tubes we 
stuck the powder charges from a couple of penny sky rockets, and ig
nited them with high hopes. Alas, one of the charges backfired er sum
pin, aid the blamed thing burned to nothing.

The second attempt was a little more successful. This was made 
from solid wood, and looked like something from Buck’ Rogers, what with 
all the little "stabilizing" fins we stuck all over it. There was a 
total of six tubes on this, again billed with penny rocket charges. 
This one actually flew around in circles at the end of a. string (tho we 
strongly suspect that our swinging the thing around had more to do with 
it than the rockets).

Just recently we got the idea of making an actual liquid fuel roc
ket, but there’s a war on, and we don * t think you can get all the ne
cessary stuff 'n such. Maybe it's all just as well. We'd probably 
only blow ourselves up anyway, and wouldn't that be a shame?

Was some guy here in town who actually had a fairly large rocket 
motor practivally complete, except f6r a little machining. Lost touch 
of him, jsho.

May wo recommend a couple of items? First one is a story in the 
May AST, "Fifth Freedom", by John Alverez. We liked it, anyway. We 
liked it a lot, and wish Campbell would print more along somewhat the 
same linos.

Then there’s a book we happened to pick up at the library the oth
er day called "The Unrealists", by one Harvey Wickham. It makes nice 
reading for a fan, we think, and whether you agree with the guy or not 
it’s worth a look-seo. Just to give you a rough idea, Wickham is try
ing to prick the respective balloons of Bergson, Santayana, Einstein, 
Russell*, and De.wey. 'S nice (Reads a lot like an UNKNOWN WORLDSish 
type of logic — even if we do believe a lot of it).

Gee, we finally got here, didn’t we? And now with your kind per
mission, gentlemen, we shall sally forth to run off EREBUS.
which! swollworthth'eb/itco^tsyou'fromiemat 38O9 beechwoodaveindiana,po'l  is ind 

THE READER READS.’ Well, it's post-mailing again. Only I hope that’
by - The Third Vico this won't be a horrible mess like Banshee. If
President in Charge it is, however, I have an excuse; I'm not doing 
of Alibi Writing... the publishing, myself. Bill Evans is. Yeah, he 

doesn't ’mow it yet, but "Teacher" Bill is now 
our official publisher. He made me an offer, and I’m going to take him
up on it.

You see, it's like this. I finally discovered why my mimeo 
wasn't working the way it should ha,ve. That was fine; 'once I discov
ered the trouble my worries were over — oh yeahI The rubber roller 
was full of warps, bulges, soft spots, etc, until it wgs just no good. 
All this is no doubt a result of the wide range of temperatures and 
humidity in my room during the winter, and chances are I left it with 
some ink smeared on the roller after the last FFF I handled. Anyway, 
rubber is rubber, and if there are no wimps present, I'm afraid I won’t 
be able to replace this rather vital part for some tire. So it's ap-
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.brow of your friond and
If ho can't _1 

but I'm sureit will be 
reful 

so you can blame all 
before 
in ord

parorn. cnat any publishing I do right now will have to be by the sweat 
oi somebody else's brow.

Lot me emphasize again that it’s the manly 
nine,^ Millam H. Evans, that's doing the sweat- 

t obtain the use of a mimoo, this will be 
-- a good job whatever the means used, 

dummy, and will instruct him to follow it ex
mistakes on me, Then too, you'll probably 

I send this to Bill, so there'll be no reason 
r to get it done in time. He’.11 ship the fin

ite all thank dear Bill, do

ing this time 
hectod 
I’m making up a 
actly 
have the mailing 
for him to hurry 
isheci product to me, and-I’ll send it out 
we not?

All this, however, has a much deeper meaning. Hero ’tis: in
duction or no induction, I'll probably be able to carry on Caliban. Is 
everybody happy? oh well, Paul Spencer will be, anyway, And the rest 
of.you can expect to continue to be annoyed by a Caliban about like thi 
this one in most of the future mailings,

I had intended, at this time, 
to offer the services of Cal's couple of competent columnists to who
ever wanted and had room for them. They both informed me that they'd 
like to keep on doing their stuff each quarter. With the possibility 
of continued publication, however, I'gi going to hang onto the boys my— 
solf. Still, I may nave to quit the‘'long-distance publishing some day, 
and if that day comes I want to be sure that Paul and Len aren’t left 
out in the cold. So anybody who will publish their columns, when and 
if, speak now. The first postal will* have the column specified reserv
ed for the sender. .No one publisher can have both, tho, so state your 
choice. You might speak for me, too, in case my activity is reduced to 
column!zing, but I think I'll force myself on LeM when he starts his 
looked-for fapazine — which ought to be soon.

You’ll notice I’ve made 
no mention of tho possibility of being rejected* And I won't mention 
it until it happens, IF it happens. I won't deny that it might, but 
it’s certainly nothing to plan on. The first of July will toll. . . ,

ftBeast."' hissed Ann O^Banion.__(from "Opposites—React?11)

CAN SUCH THINGS BE?
...wherein Shaw reviews 

everything fapanal that has appeared in his mailbox since and including 
the March 19^3 mailing:

THE complete lack of candidates for tho position, of official editor is no 
surprise. Ashley has no doubt scared everyone off with his beautiful 
Issues of the FA. There may bo a few others who could match’ them in 
quality, but who else could supply those scrumptious airbrush covers? 
Probably several members have, considered running; but lookingg at Al's 
,FA and considering what their own would look like, the all gave up in 
despair. Or perhaps, just the thot of all the work Alash put into his 
job was too much for them. The only solution I can see is to make Ju
lie president and draft Al for the p.e, job for the duration, after 
which he should, of course, be made an honorary member for life. Then 
he can sit back and enjoy the mail! gs without having to pay dues or, 
ii ho doesn t leel like 1g, publisn anything, as a reward for his mag
nificent service. Al> we love you?

Lean-To and its Annex are also 
lovely. Next cones an outhouse, I suppose? Which for some reason re
minds me to ask if you heard about the moron who laid his head on the
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k"s ou$ ^b® gutter. (Sounds like a perfect des- 
cripcaon of.Shaw.) Seriously, there’s nothing I’d like better than to 
run for office but you can see why I didn’t.
K , En Garde features thebest.of the airbrush covers so far, no? But I disagree with most of 
the ideas.in. The Elastic Limit." For one, it seems silly to say that 
science fiction's slump was a good thing in any way. So what if the' 
imagination needs a rest? You can easily quit reading the stuff for a 
while. There may be lots of others who are still eating it up, you 
know. . Objections to the remainder run in the same vein. The whole 
could have, been written only by one who followed the developement of 
stf from the.first, and I don't think it’s rash to say that such fans 
are in the minority today. Yes, I do think Astounding is slipping^.' « 
Reviews well-balanced and ifdtisfyingg 01' Man Evans didn’t say a heck 
of a lot that was new, but he said things nicely. I don’t think the 
importance of education can be overemphasized, but it would be a dif
ficult job to split up these elements as neatly in reality as gE has 
done in his article. I dislike things like ’'Inscription.'1 "Chemical 
Analysis" and "paging MR. Wellman" were fine, but where do you dig up 
chestnuts like the fable? Poynta-Vu? ■ I think the physician should 
consider the. patient as slightly more important. Again, they'd be hard 
to separate, but I- think a physician's being human is the main thing 
that distinguishes him from a doctor book. The doctor book would be 
the "diseases only" viewpoint carried to its logical conclusion. Bot
tom of page Barnum: I can. It was really quite simple; even my guess
ing the title as "Riddle" didn't hold me up long. Bet it didn't take 
cryptographer Spencer two seconds. Solving this also enabled me to go 
back and read what damon put in my autograph book. Some of his charac
ters are different, tho, which may be because he wrote it out of his 
head. ...I enjoyed’’the Stefan,"

Sloppier than usual, SusPro is still 
swell. I thot Ferry’s use of y to indicate long i was dictated by the 
meaning where two words sound alike, or sumpin. Incidentally, Jack, 
why quotes around long i and nbt around y? The FAPA taking over some 
of the NFFF projects is one of the most completely logical (something 
wrong there, Jack?) suggestions I’ve heard in a long time. This time 1 
started making notes in-the margins. It’s going to make the mags more 
interesting to thumb thru in the future, too. I read all strange-look- 
ing words backwards, so I know I've seen "flug" before. Bok'used it in 
my autograph book, too* An FAPA? Lots of guys say "fah-pah," and then 
where are you? Everything else was fine, but nothing inspires comment. 
Matters of Opinion: why the frantic scramble to change the names of everything? "Mop" is a better nickname anyway — n’yah! Factionalism 
interesting and fun •— and look what I inspired. You are probably 
right, Jack. So instead of talking up the World Calendar all the time, 
suppose we simply add WC dates to the regular dates on our letters, 
people get curious, ask questions: we've got them whore we want them. 
And so forth with similar matters.

Supplement is grand; Bill did itl 
The idea of getting a picture from'a portion of a poem, then construc
ting a poem of one’s own around it, is besthing about Phanny this time. 
Continue this feature, Don. I wanted to tell you all about my dreams, 
but I won't, now. Tho last page of Inspiration being "upside-down" 
annoys me unreasonably. Don’t do it again, Russ. I look forward to 
this' mag now, and would certainly like to meet you, Lynn. (Maybe I. 
will very soon; who knows?) All of the stuff is good here, with 'Dis
course on Superman” getting the quarterly prize for hitting the nail on 
the head.
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I wonder if this is the conventional way of beginning a non- 

stoparagraph following one that ends at the bottom of a page? Not 
Gnat it matters.... Fan-Tods is delicious and filling. The -cover is 
clever. Norm.and Russ are a perfect team.- Check to the usual number 
of decimal points on the fapa handbook. Specialisation makes "Yester
day s 10,000 Years" less interesting. Wudgy Tales wasn’t bad, tho I 
can’g get very excited. about it. The'editorial stuff was better than 
the rumor." On page four, "leading dive, Delaney’s" is very funny, 
but no-one except me could get tho joke. Glad to see that I’m now fa
mous enuf to be includes’- in the yarn on the same page. " ’Isaw her 
first,’ cried some little fan, pushing Widner aside," ... vop, that’s 
Shawl

Yes, Paul, Trudy is certainly "marvelous in this Nucleus. "Of 
Things and Such" should be "Of Things — and Such." (Don’t -mind me, 
just an Impression.) The ides, of "primary emotions" sounds sort of 
silly to me, for some strange reason. Times when clear and logical 
thinking is undesirable? Name^one. It would have to be brought on by 
a force of nature, because if brought on by purely human causes, in all 
types of cases I can think of it would have emotion at the bottom of 
it, -not clear and logical thinking. So hate is still undesireable. 
I,haven’t stated my objection very clearly, I’m afraid, but I’m con
vinced I’m right, so come on and argue! One thing is certain: I can’t 
hate. I’ve tried, and I can’t. It’s just too darned silly. But . , . 
I S£h_t agree with the usua’l picture of homo futurus — evolution’s 
end -- as completely cold and emotionless. Don’t you think we’re more 
emotional than our ancestors? At least, our emotions are much-more 
finfely subdivided than those of the cavemen, f’rinstance. Our "civil
ization has.forced us to hide our emotions in most cases, but theyire 
there, all right. Yes or no? I wanted to get in on Widner's other- 
discussion questions, so I will. I’m far from built for football, but 
I think I’d rather play it than any other game. Phooey to baseball! 
As for the farmers, that’s the most obvious answer, but I’ll bet that 
there’s too much specialization even there for many of them to have as 
easy a time after the collapse as their fathers would have had. It’s a 
tuff question. How about — professional scavengers, "knights of the' 
road," and so fo’th? The Spence is. more interesting than you’d think, 
to hoar him talk. But there’s that"boasting” hoodoo again.

... . ' TT . , " Kilty
says things nicely, l.e is a potential dictator, tho; he denies the 
poor y<irdbird he is ordering around on the last page tho right to think 
the kind of things he was thinking in the first panel!

TT Glad you were, Harry, ano. I m looxmg forward to the extra large Hor^- 
B.ut this one has plenty on the ball. No use to remind you now 

- --- . ago, of course. A lot of people thot I was 14.
The board here is hard up, and working fast, 

get the station you mention on our wreck of a wradio^ ei- 
actly what I meant about culture. It just 
cultural nature is destined to flop in Schen
attempts to give us culture, and thev’ve all 

more or less loudly. There’s a college here, too, believe 
-name o’ Union, and claiming to be the first non-sectarian 

country, or somethin’ like tha1>, But it just don’t do 
ochdv is a nick town essentially, a^d the fact that it is 

overgrown jus^ makes it worse. It is the tight (or wrong) distance 
a?." & c;t'':'1ZG^s try to act like N»Yawkers, succeeding onlv
line nicxs trying, to act like N’Yawkers. You may think I’m 

out you should near one of our radio stations!" "inoxpli-

reclassified 
zons. ~ 
that I’m of draft age, 
Fact, I was 18 last Nov 
I couldn’t g ‘ 
ther. But that wasn’t 
seems that anything of ; 
ectady. There have been 
ge-flopped, 
it or not - 
college in 
no good 

from NYC; 
in lookin, 
exagerating
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cable" certainly is the- word for Harry's liking my "big reel letters" 
quip. I thot it was insipid even when I wrote it. Incidentally, be
sides being the original Hermit, I was also the first to use a nickname 
of that type in the Visigraph. Now look at it; the letter writers 
aon t even use their right names any more! I was inspired by D. B. 
Thompson’s "Sage of Salt Creek." However, I kept changing it slightly 
almost every time, which most of theVisifans don’ do." Then, a few 
weeks after I called myself the original Hermit in print, somebddy (I 
thiniy it was McNutt) came out in another mag as the Chicago Hermit! 
Ah, the pleasures of childhood! In the Astounding review, I have un
derlined The entire world of the future, despite what some have said, 
breached and moved more convincingly than did the entire series that 
fitted,into He nlein's history of the future." I agree, Harry! And I 
am quiue willing to argue with anyone on whether or not a "future his- 
tory ^is^such a good idea, with me on the negative. But perhaps the 
oftly uifierence is that in the series, Heinlein wrote’ too much of the 
nisbory; in "Beyond This Horizon—" it was background, as it should be. 
Nou boat it matters; I still want Heinlein back. I’m one to whom Miske 
is only slightly more than a name. Ee went out lust as I came in. 
Some balance, eh?

/ Walt’s Wramblings looks much like a Warner job — 
nothing against it, of course. Bodks are also fun to road about. Joe 
.jhristoif? He s been around a long time. Was art editor of the first 
annisn of FFF — which never appeared. Ask Julie. Moonshine gives no- 
bhing very worthwhile. I tactually managed to read most of it, thus 
taking another step on the road to blindness. If this Cavitt she is 
feature editor of a nowsmag, I’d hate'to read the newsmag! She knows 
less about newspapers than she does about writing. Madman of Mars: 
continued, isn’t it?

Here’s Yhos 
"who rules t$© planet" for. Art 
meaning of "ruling the planet" 

frankly that 
rgument than 
can’t argue

who rules tft® planet"

ought to tell you 
have a different a: 
by Vitons, but you 
het" ho apparently 
the natural forces 
mosquitoes, et al. 
trouble (except from 
We think we rule the 
seems to me that who 
effort is the ruler.
prove anything. Just now, I have no ta 
thing spems rather silly. If all those 
it must be me that’s off the be;
of t.’.e linotype in my pub-what- 
surprised that more of 
showed your ignorance 
1ineation 
Art 
Anything — well, p 
like people, especi 
as possible. And
— I do it too. Halp!
cleaning out of unfit cultures

.at make 
ure, we 
our own 
planet.

, which is what I’ve boon saving my 
seems to have a different idea of the 

than most of youse. In answer, I first 
. mainly to try to 
obviously influenced 
when Art says "pia- 
we don’t control 
we control cats, 
without too much 

rove anything.
the ruling. It 

et with the least 
and not

The whole 
are connected, 

•d an explanation 
is better. I'm 
None of you 
the bed" intez?- 
t complaint, 

you. 
me. I 
them 
I know

I started this thing anyone else. I was" 
about t hem» Anyway, 
that. And obviously, 
p the planet. Nor do 
et along on the earth 
ind), but that doesn’t p 

•ybe cats think they do 
e most put of the plan 
hat? You could argue 

to for the argument 
int erlineat ions 

m. ’Stoo subtle. l( ho. 
ot-scrapped, but Art’s 
didn't know about it. 

“furntiure on 
I who made tha

you think; I mean 
you do is news to 

much about 
.oy think, 
d! About the 
: wouldn’t the 
t'most of the

_ yov
by asking about my

as I hoped you would, It was
And I still think so, I don’t mean what 

ctically anything — that 
ly fans. Only I want to know as : 
t they talk about most is what th

I forgot- ano cner argument I ha 
"zorld government

"unfit cultures" had 
dreams, I’ve actually jao.y seen 

xd fanzin
ed out? As for reading in 
co. One published by Goldstone
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contained some of the craziest humor I've over soon — but ^ood! Wish 
I could remember some of it. The l‘ig-- ting Fan deserves enlargement. 
Lovely cover# Flight Unknown: the one-space paragraph indentations 
had mo going bats. I’d bo mildly interested in the solution, John, if 
you're still with us.

Sardonyx is really on the beam this time. Fic
tion good. Who's Buck? Impressions marvelous. I, for one, would not 
turn down a bona-fide offer to join the crow of an experimental rocket, 
on almost any condition. Shore, I'd probly get kilt. But seriously, I 
can't think of a bettor way to die than on a space flight. None of the 
common ways of dying please mo at all. I mean it.’ It’s Terry for mine 
too. But Barnaby is oven bettor; why has no-one montionod it? I can't 
for the life of me see how youso guys make your selections, tho, so 
I'll stop there. I also agree that people shouldn’t have the samo 
names. Toll ya what, Russ, you change yours to Sprlfsk Chauvonot and 
I'll officially adopt Foo Shaw. And why docs everybody just love to 
say "Editor Shaw"? That plagues moi Soo, you have a university — so 
there are book stores. Wo have a college. Arc there book storesi NO. 
Glad to see Dr. Doolittle mentioned. Fond memories! As I recall,- 
those flowers possessed —> of all things! — intelligence of sorts. 
There wore a lot of other good points, but I remember especially tho 
landing on the moon. In "Tho Listening Post," I liked tho Quote from 
Lincoln extremely well on first reading. Zizzlc-Pop camo as a very 
pleasant surprise. It’s fun to know things like this; iGm saving it to 
work into o. really super-duper argument someday. I admire Russ for 
publishing Collected Verso, and only slightly loss for writing it. Of 
course, the writing was probably thoibiggor accomplishment, but it 
doesn't hold as much fascination for yours truly. I liked a good deal 
of it; tho average was much higher than tho average of all fan-verso 
that finds favoi1 with me, I'd say. But please don’t ask mo to rate it.
Thanks.

Evon if no-ono else reviews the "December Jinx, I 
liked it. 
love you fandom! < 
sooner." You old-timers could never know, 
page two is, of course, extremely pleasing, 
getting into tho top ton, ‘..
bt?). "Cut — or Else" fine. "Dream Dust 
slightly silly, as Barry didnjt go nowhere, 
no kidding. 1 ” , . - J_, .body else says anything about it. But there's roally nothing to say, 
is thoro? • _ .

That ain’t all. Pardon mo for bragging, but — I got 
Metalo-Mag. Thanx, 4o. It was clover, too. But I'll think of a now 
manner of publishing for myself yet. ...

will. I
What*magnificent and profound truth in "Whatever wo say, wo 

Our deepest regret is that wo didn’t find you much 
■timers could never know. Harry's mention of me on

___ ,__u All'I need now, barring
‘ ' i, is to bo insulted in Loz (kin U take a hint, 

Else" fine. "Dream Dust" not bad at all. Au 'Voir
‘ , But I’m glad of it, Harry,

I*suppose I should mention Banshoe too, just in case no- 
s anything about it. But there's roally nothing to say,

And patwontnut soverthomoronwhowalkodthruthoscroondoorandstrainodhimsolf.

from tho letter section of The I-ionogram, monthly puolication of 
Schenectady’s General Electric Company:"For four yoars I have boon in a state of continuous telepathy 
H consciousness. ’’ On tho assumption that thoughts consist of 
extremely high-froouoncy electric currents, I should like ?n opinion on 
the probable effectiveness of a nolmot-snapcd shield .nt,. - thic^n 
of perhaps an inch or more of powdered Iron core (radio aw
ning the" radiations or transference of my ohougnts, -nd also - juo^ 
tion on the cost of sufficient materials to make such a snicld....

Tho opinion was not given ... at least not m print.
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that 
been

It is the evening of Juno 22, I awoke around noon today to find 
uno mailing had arrived in tho morning mail. Not until now have I 
able to tear myself away. “ 

those marvelous zines 
page for wasn’t goina 
mag off and. got it 
er odibly diff1cv.11

I awoke around noon today to find 
morning mail, r ' •;___  y

Sometime during tho perusing of all 
that tho "poem" I had boon holding this 

to get written and that I'd better polish tho 
its way to Bill. Accordingly, I turn to tho in- 
>k of falling up tho page with ramblings, 
op until noon today because Sunday night I gradu- 
and juso at present I ain’t doing nuthin’ — ex
should bo worrying merely because Local Board 35^ 
notion to ignore me is beyond mo, but tho fact 

Everyone in my classification (educational 
received notice to report to the Induction Center at 

geveryone except mo, I am puzzled, I'y feelings are 
I will eventually find that they are _ust playing "hard 

I can’t got out of 
go Tho most appro-

atod from high school 
copt worrying., Why I 
seems to have taken a 
remains that I’m worried 
deferment) has : 
Albany July 9th — 
hurt. Perhaps 
to got.” But in the meantime3- i can’t got a job. 
Schenectady for awhile, I can't do much of anyth! 
priatc comment that occurs to me is Damn it.

+ ha<i a brainstorm. Since this rag is more or loss of a com
bination of an emergency pub and the Caliban that will eventually 
evolve into my dream fapazinc, I realty should have called it -• 
Calibanshoo. Luckily, it is now too late.

Don’t you all admire my will power in refraining from commenting 
on tho Juno mailing hero? I hope you.do, for otherwise I shall bo re
paid not at all for this -foat. *

Thank you all for your kind comments on tho first issue of this. 
I’m really sorry that I’m unable to make all tho continuations and en
largements suggested; to do so would have given mo more pleasure than 
it would you. Some things that might have been included wore a satire 
on G A S entitled "’Toon I Was a Fan" (in tho "poetry corner" you want** 
od), a blurb for the Bcokot Book of Science Fiction in "Bf Course 
You’ve All Seen — " (It certainly deserves a blurb, and I’m boosting' 
— hmm, — it as much as possible; who knows, thoy might bo induced to 
have a second volume, I was glad to note the change from "Scientific 
Romances," too.), tho astounding tale of Larry tho Leprechaun in "Ships 
That Don’t Quito pass" (a tale you’ll hear soon anyway), and Foo knows 
what in "The Hermit Sits Alone." I havw what I think is a honey of an 
idea for a cover series, too. If I over start using covers again, 
they’ll bo reproductions of pages from my autograph book, some of which 
arc quite amazing.

At tho end of this wook I expect hordes of fans to descend on 
Schenectady, Lon Harlow, Gerry do la Roe, Claudoglor. Jack Gavin, and 
Suddsy should all bo horo at the same time, tho some may stay longer 
than tohors, I can’t make up my mind whether it’ll bo the Schonecon or 
Schonvontion, ...

I’m sorry again about tho post-mailing.
And about tho outdatodnoss of tho bottom of page five. 
G'byo now.

Your obedient hermit, 
Larry Shaw

As of Juno 22, 1943, my address was still 
1301 State Street, So-honoAtady 4, Now -York.

"J,i/horo_.<lo~ wo go. from hero?
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